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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background 

Data mining (DM) is an active process for getting hidden knowledge (interesting

patterns) from large datasets. It is currently gaining a massive deal of focus. DM also

became a salient analysis tool [1]. In recent days, DM techniques are applied in diverse

areas such as human resource management (HRM), telecommunications,  stock market

analysis, supermarkets,  banking, health care management (HCM), traffic management,

education institutes, and others.

In DM, prediction and classification are most regularly used for forecasting and

analyzing the present progressive. Data mining is a broad concept having several stages.

It  is  not  a  direct  approach  to  get  the  unseen  exciting  patterns.   Data  mining  stages

incorporate  Data  assortment  (Data  Collection),  Data  preprocessing,  Applying  mining

strategies,  Interpret  the  outcomes,  and  representation.  Figure  1.1  describes  the  data

mining analysis steps. 

Figure 1.1.  Data mining analysis steps [2]
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Raw data can be gathered from different assets, such as website pages, directing

overviews,  and  taking  meetings,  posing  different  inquiries  by  various  modes.  The

gathered  data  legitimately  we cannot  utilize  for  additional  examination.  It  should  be

preprocessed as gathered information contains wrong components,  such as mislabeled

information,  missing  qualities  (missing  values),  boisterous  information(noise),

imbalanced data points, and high dimensionality.

Data preprocessing is a crucial stage of the data mining process, which requires

90% of the time in data analysis. In this stage, the noise will be minimized, and missing

values  will  be  normalized,  missing  labels  will  be  corrected.  After  this  stage,  mining

techniques  like  classification,  association  rule  mining,  and  clustering  need  to  be

employed on processed data sets. Results from such mining methods are evaluated and

interpreted for better decision making. Because of the multiple intermixed plan of actions

and principles, a huge size of data is being produced. Below mentioned problems are

associated with the generated data.

 1. Mislabeled data

 As data  increases,  the chance  of  mislabeled  data  (Erroneously  labeled  data  )  points

increases as well. When considering such massive data points, it is not simple to cross-

check whether  all  of such training data points are labeled or not.  Generating training

models on such incorrect data points leads to weak accuracy.

Incorrectly  labeled  data  is  standard  in  datasets,  and there  are  a  few purposes

behind why it happens. Since naming information is a costly procedure for working hours

and cost, makers of datasets need to settle on choices of what is a satisfactory degree of

mistakes, which clarifies the regularity of blunders [3]. Likewise, the sort of mistakes

differs from one dataset to another.

  2. Missing values

  Like  mislabeled  data  points,  missing  values  also  lead  to  weak  accuracy  model

generation when clustering algorithms are applied. Having missing values in a data set is

a frequently happening issue, and a proper plan is required to handle them. These can
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happen because  of  various  issues  in  the  data.  Data  might  not  be  available  for  some

instances, or data may not be applicable, or the event did not happen.  The data entry

operator might not be aware of the right form of value or missed entry. Data mining

techniques  fluctuate  based  on  how they  consider  missing  qualities.  Commonly,  they

disregard the missing qualities, reject any instance which contains missing qualities, or

replace missing qualities with the average value or mean value of the feature, or induce

missing  qualities  from existing  qualities. Missing Values  can  be  addressed  using  the

below policies:

• Disregard the records with missing qualities.

•  Substitute them with an accepted constant value.

• Fill in missing qualities based on domain information.

•  Substitute  the  value  with  the  attribute  mean  value  or  the  most  frequent  value  (if

absolute).

• Use modeling methods, for example, closest neighbors, Bayes

 3. Noise

 Noise is bound to happen issue. It affects the data gathering and data arrangement tasks

in  data  mining  applications,  in  which  errors  frequently  occur.   Noised  data  can  be

anywhere in the data points and are sometimes ridiculously far from where the real data

should have been. Noised data can be resolved with human intervention in case of a

small-sized data set. Computer programs are required to detect and solve the large-sized

data sets. It is almost impossible to check the high dimensional data set physically. Noisy

data suffer from overfitting.  Binning and Clustering methods can help to check the noisy

data.

 4. Imbalanced data points

 In classification problems, the imbalanced problem occurs in the course of the training

period, if a single class owns the majority of data points. This obstacle causes a pruning
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in learning accuracy.

In an imbalance, classification data points are distributed across the known class

unevenly. They may be biased or skewed towards one known class. In case a class with

more data points is called a majority class, and a class with fewer data points is called a

minority class. Generally, classification algorithms assume that data points are equally

distributed  among  the  classes.  If  such  imbalanced  data  is  present,  the  classification

algorithms always predict in favor of the majority class, and classification results may get

recorded  poorly.  The  model  created  with  the  imbalanced  data  set  may  predict  the

incorrect class for the correct instance.  This imbalanced classification problem can be

addressed using SMOTE (Synthetic Minority over Sampling Technique) [4, 5].

SMOTE is  a  popular  method  that  works  based  on the  K-  Nearest  Neighbors

(KNN)  approach.  It  creates  a  new  data  point  by  considering  its  K  neighbors  using

Euclidean Distance between data points in feature space. In SMOTE, some percentage of

new instances will be created for minority classes. If the percentage of instances to be

increased is 100, then a new sample will be created for each instance. Hence, the number

of minority class instances will get doubled. In the current research, before applying the

proposed  methods,  the  SMOTE  technique  is  applied  to  the  datasets  that  have  class

imbalance problems.

 5. High dimensionality

This  current  research  is  mainly  focused  on  addressing  the  issue  of  high

dimensionality. High dimensionality is a severe problem that emerges when the size of

the feature space is enormous, or instances are enormous. As multiple sources collect

data for different reasons in the digital  era, the data's size is increasing continuously.

Hence, learning algorithms should be altered accordingly.

One of the essential and most useful tasks for many applications is classification

in the data mining stages. Even though the classification task is applied to many fields of

subjects,  because  of  increasing  new  data  types  and  size  of  the  data  classification

algorithms are facing different challenges. Class imbalance and high dimensional data
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space are such new data types.  These are  observed in different  areas,  which include:

image classification [6], microarray data[7], remote sensing[8], and biomedicine [1] , etc.

Usually,  in#high in#  dimensional  in# feature  in#  space in#  always joins within#   the in#  class   imbalance. A

large number of in# variables in in# the in#  data in# set can result in the "curse of dimensionality" [9].

High dimensionality problems:

The learning model becomes more difficult as the feature space increases. The possibility

of overfitting is more if the size of the features space is increased. The model generated

on the massive amount of feature space turns overfitted and results in poor performance

on real data.

Dimensionality reduction is the motivation to avoid the overfitting problem. The 

model, which is trained with the least number of features makes the model simpler. But 

that is not all, and dimensionality reduction offers more advantages such as

1. The lesser degree of fallacious data means generated model performance 

increases.

2. Lesser degree feature size means minimum computation.

3. Less data means less storage space and algorithms training become faster

4. Abolish duplicate features and noise.

High  dimensionality  issues  can  be  addressed  using  feature  extraction

(dimensionality  reduction)  or  feature  selection.  What  feature  space  reduction

fundamentally  does is  that  it  draws the original  data  space  to  a  lesser data  with less

feature area, which can very well be visualized very well, say 2D. Feature extraction is

one  of  the  methods  applied  for  feature  space  reduction,  which  collects  the  most

compressed  and  significant  set id of  features id for  a  given id data  set,  to  increase  the

performance or iddata idstorage or idprocessing. The important objective of feature extraction

applied for this motive is to minimize the dimensionality of a dataset by generating new

features that are a merger of the existing features. In other words, the higher iddimensional

idfeature  space  is  drawn  to  a  lower id-iddimensional  idfeature  space. Singular  Valueid

Decomposition id(SVD) and  Principal id Component id Analysis id(PCA) are two widely known

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
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feature reduction approaches[10].

On the other side, Feature Selection(FS) is a natural approach that can minimize

the  in#  features  in#  and  in#  sampling,  and  stabilize  the  changes  in  in#class  in#instance  in#idnumbers.

However,  in#the confrontation is that identifying the preference in#between in#feature id idselection

iidand iidsampling is in#still hard as in#the influence of in#high in#dimension, in#and id#class in#imbalance in#are

in#mutually in#idinfiltrated. Whether id oridin#not the  in#priority ofin#preprocessing is  in#associated with in# the

in#dimension  in#and idn#class  imbalance idlevelid#of  data  is  still idn#unclear.  All  these  difficulties  have

guided scholars to explore preprocessing.

In this research, a class imbalance is addressed idusing the  idSynthetic Minority over

idSampling  Technique,  and  three  in#different  in#feature  selection  in#methods  are  designed  to

address  the  high  dimensionality  rather  than  feature  extraction.  Feature  selection

approaches  are  divided  into  three  clusters,  such  as  filters id,idwrappers,  andidembedded.

Besides addressing the difficulties of today's datasets, several approaches are frequently

appearing by combining existing techniques.  Those three methods are explained briefly

in the next  chapter.  However,  this  research  is  mainly  based on the filter  methods of

feature selection. 

This  research  contributed  a  feature  selection  approaches  to  address  the  high

dimensionality issue of preprocessing. Feature selection methods permit the device to a

useful predictive model. It assists the decision-makers by selecting the best features that

can initiate superior execution with less number of features.

 1.2 Motivation

The problems associated with high dimensional dataset are confusing the learning

model. It means learning models may misbehave and predict incorrectly because of the

appearance of duplicate and irrelevant features.  Debase the classification performance,

which motivated to take up this research issue. Generally, fewer features are welcomed to

create  the  best  learning  model,  since  it  minimizes  the  computation  complexity,  and

interpreting the model is also easy. 

If the data is acceptable for ML, then finding the hidden patterns can be made
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more comfortable.  Removing in# features in# from the actual  space  that  are  not  in#relevant  or

redundant for the problem minimizes the learning model's training time. This id inprocess is

called id ifeature id iselection. in#Unlike in#the action of creating in#new in#input in#data, in#feature selection

is  well  described and can  be a idfullyidautomatic,  computationally in# tractable  process.  The

strength of feature selection can include:

l Accelerating the performance of the algorithm.

l Simple to understanding.

l Accessible to getting hidden knowledge.

l Easy to visualize the process.

l Minimize processing and storage costs.

l Maximize the speed of generation of the model.

 1.3 Problem Statement

  FS is an essential experimental technique applied to high dimensional data. FS is used to

cut  down  meaningless  (not  significant)  features  and  redundant  features  [7].  As  the

number of features rises, the competency level of the data analysis method gets reduced.

Hence, FS is applied in the preprocessing step of the analysis to identify the substantial

subset of features. Since immaterial and redundant features impact the accuracy of the

model,  it  is  obligatory  to  select  the  stable  subset  of  features  by  disregarding  those

unwanted features. Meaningless features do not give additional strength to the learning

model, and also there is a scope of distraction at the time the classification.

This  research  focuses  on  the  feature  selection  approaches  using  Symmetric

Uncertainty (SU), Correlation coefficient, and Unsupervised clustering to determine the

dominant subset in# of features in# from the in#high dimensional in# data space, which improves in# the

classification performance and reduces the in#training time while generating the model.

 1.4 Scope

This research in# mainly focuses on selecting the feature subset using symmetrical

uncertainty,  correlation  coefficient,  and  unsupervised  clustering  approaches.  This
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research provides the comparative results in terms of accuracy  idwithidthe existing in# filter id-

idbased  approaches  like  idInformation idGain in#(IG),  Relief,  in#Chi-Square  in#Attribute

Evaluator id(Chi)in#idand idin#GainidRatio  Attribute  Evaluator in# (GRAE)  after  applying  them  on

various classifiers such as J48, Simple cart, Naive Bayes, K-nearest neighbor (Instance-

Based), Ridor. This research applies to the dataset, which has continuous features. It may

work for nominal features after binning it properly.

1.5 Objectives

The objectives of the research are to address the high dimensionality issue :

1.  To  develop  a  feature  selection  methodology  using  correlation  coefficient  and

symmetrical uncertainty and compare with the traditional methods.

2. To develop an unsupervised feature selection methodology using clustering and filter-

based methods and compare them with the traditional methods.

3.  To  develop  a  feature  selection  methodology  using  symmetrical  uncertainty  and

compare it with the traditional methods.

1.6 Study Area And Data Sources

The proposed algorithms were evaluated with various data sets that in# are in# available in#

at the UCI idmachineidlearning repository freely. The list of those is given below in Table
1.6.1. 

Table 1.6.1. Data sets description

Data

set ID

Name of the Data Set Class Features Instances

D 1 Ionosphere #c 2 f# 34 i# 351

D 2 Dermatology #c 6 f# 34 i# 366
D 3 Biodegradation #c 2 f# 41 ii# 1055

D 4 Cardiotocography #c 3 ff#22 i#  2126
D 5 Lung Cancer #c 3 f# 56 i# 33
D 6 Libras Movement #c 15 f# 90 i# 360

D 7 Sonar #c 2 f#  60 i# 208
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D 8 Spambase #c 2 f#  57 i#  4601

D 9 Breast Cancer(WDBC) #c 2 f#  30 i# 569

D 10 Musk (V 2) #c 2 f#  166 i# 476
D 11 Intrusion Detection System #c 2 f#  40 i#  45952
D 12 Colon #c 2 f#  2000 i#  62

D 13 Leukemia #c 2 ff# 7129 i#  72
D 14 Leukemia_3C #c 3 f# 7129 i#  72
D 15 Leukemia_4C #c 4 f# 7129 i# 72
D 16 Lymphoma #c 3 f# 4026 i# 66
D 17 Srbt #c 4 f# 2308 i#  83
D 18 Mll #c 3 f# 12582 i# 72

 1.7 Organization of The Synopsis

The organization of the synopsis is as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the different  feature selection modes,  such as filter,  wrapper,  and

embedded methods. The advantages and disadvantages of those methods are reviewed.

Feature selection applications and results of various filter-based methods using different

classification techniques such as tree-based, rule-based, Naive Bayes, and instance-based

are reviewed.

In Chapter 3, A feature  selection  algorithm using Symmetrical  Uncertainty(SU) and

Correlation Coefficient (CCE) is proposed and explained with an example.  The result of

the  proposed  algorithm  is  compared  with  four  existing  filter-based  methods  using

different classification methods also presented.

In Chapter 4, An unsupervised approach for selecting the candidate feature set using

filter-based techniques  is  proposed and illustrated with an example.  The experimental

result  of  the  proposed algorithm is  compared  with four  existing  filter-based methods

using different classification methods also articulated.

In Chapter 5, Using the Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) quarter feature selection (QFS)

method is proposed and explained with an example. The result of the proposed method is

compared with four existing filter-based methods using different classification methods

also  presented.  Also,  the  extension  of  the  proposed  method  with  result  analysis  is

included.
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Chapter 6 has conclusion remarks. The limitations of the research are also discussed,

followed by the future scope of the research. The synopsis is ended with references and

publication records.


